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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Jim Caviezel — The Count of Monte Cristo, The Passion of the 4 
Christ — decided some time back to tell the inside story on child 5 
trafficking. He partnered with Tim Ballard to release the film 6 
Sound of Freedom, and it appears this movie is bringing attention 7 
to child trafficking in a big way.1 2 3 It's also being used to bring 8 
attention to something called Adrenochrome. What's that? Well, to 9 
get started, here is an article that calls it bunko, which in today's 10 
awakened environment all but proves it's not!4 11 
Before 1979, Iran was known as little-America in the Middle East. 12 
The country enjoyed American liberties with a Constitution that 13 
was practically a copy of ours with one difference — no second 14 
amendment. I'll tell you a short story about a little girl named Anni 15 
Cyrus, and the "moral of the story" will interest and inspire you! 16 
The "Tower builders" are getting panicked and this time they might 17 
just go full berserker! The one-worlders are marching forward with 18 
their agenda — constructing the Beast's infrastructure for his rise 19 
to power. 20 
The LIGHTS ON BANQUET is scheduled for 2024 — and I have a 21 
date: Friday, April 19, 2024. REGISTRTION WILL OPEN IN 22 

                                     
1 941.35.3-(2) Truth Justice ™ on Twitter_ _THE ADRENOCHROME EMPIRE_ What is driving the child trafficking demand_ Child 
sex, organ harvesting and Adrenochrome. This is a big deal. Adrenochrome is an Elite drug they have used for many years. 10 times 
more pote.pdf https-//twitter.com/SpartaJustice/status/1677031519745875970 
2 941.35.2-(2) PatriotTakes �� on Twitter_ _Steve Bannon and Jim Caviezel discussing adrenochrome on his War Room podcast. 
https___t.co_EInkYgxIr5_ _ Twitter.pdf https-//twitter.com/patriottakes/status/1671306495944785925 
3 941.35.1-Adrenochrome - Wikipedia https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrenochrome 
4 941.35.5-The truth about ‘the truth about adrenochrome’, The Spinoff’s most-viewed story of all time _ The Spinoff https-
//thespinoff.co.nz/society/03-07-2020/the-truth-about-the-truth-about-adrenochrome-the-spinoffs-most-viewed-story-of-all-time 
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MARCH. Set aside that date on your Calendar and plan to attend 23 
the LIGHTS ON BANQUET — every ticket purchased will have an 24 
entry into the God and GUN CLINGER HOME DEFENSE KIT — 25 
sponsored by Pat Nicole and Pat's Automotive in Santa Maria, with 26 
help from Range Master in SLO, a genuine leather bound Bible, a 27 
GUN, thinking about an AR for this one, and at least one of my 28 
books, probably the newest released by that time. You'll enjoy Lou's 29 
Santa Maria style Tri-tip Dinner — sponsored by Lou Silva and 30 
HAVE IT WIRED, and Sarah Green of Central Coast Alternative 31 
Therapeutics and Rejuvenation in Nipomo — and, by the way, Lou 32 
is a native Santa Marian who understands how Tri-tip is supposed 33 
to taste—oh, and you'll enjoy a marvelous dessert prepared by our 34 
own Emily with a bonus this year: we'll have a special treat from 35 
Bree Soto of 805_cookhouse. Our special guest will be announced 36 
soon, and of course, the MAIN EVENT: the Brain Masseur will 37 
present a LIVE PERFORMANCE of THE BRAIN MASSAGE®. 38 
April 19, 2024 — LIGHTS ON BANQUET. 39 
Okay my friends, it's time for your Brain Massage! 40 
[TRUTH] 41 
Jim Caviezel — The Count of Monte Cristo, The Passion of the 42 
Christ, TV series A Person of Interest — and others, decided some 43 
time back to tell the inside story on child trafficking. I remember, 44 
not long after Passion, which was released in 2004, Jim went viral 45 
with a post revealing his own personal experience related to the 46 
connection between child trafficking and the adrenochrome thing! 47 
I could probably find the link to that social media post I saw but 48 
don't have time because I mentioned it in a show I did back then. 49 
It's impossible to find that video clip today — have you noticed 50 
that if you search the Internet for certain topics, after about four or 51 
five searches you start getting really bogged down with increasing 52 
latency? Then you change up the search, removing the "sensitive" 53 
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terms, and viola — it's back to speedy Gonzales. I really miss ole 54 
Speedy! 55 
Anyway, I remember it vividly! Jim was being interviewed and he 56 
was talking about this adrenochrome thing, and was asked if he 57 
witnessed it. He explained he had not witnessed the torture of the 58 
children or their murder, or the draining of their blood for the 59 
substance, but he heard their screams. He said it's something that 60 
haunted him, and more recently, as recently as during an interview 61 
with Steve Bannon on War Room!5 Jim has claimed that multiple 62 
sources, that he can only say are anonymous whistleblowers from 63 
inside some of our three letter US institutions have confirmed this 64 
to him, confirmed this is being done. What?  65 
Well, understand that it's all a conspiracy theory, a lot of rumblings 66 
from the netherworld of news, you know, the unpredictable rumor 67 
seascape of what are dismissed as conspiracy theories. Declared to 68 
be so by the same people that told us the one about Hillary and 69 
with the assistance of Obama, the FBI and the CIA attempting a 70 
coup against a sitting President by falsely accusing Trump of being 71 
a Russian agent, and colluding with Russia to steal the election 72 
from Hillary, or the one about Hunter's laptop revealing secret 73 
deals between Biden and foreign powers being all "fake news," 74 
Russian disinformation, upon the authority of a letter signed by 75 
not less than fifty former government intelligence officials,6 76 
remember that one? Or that bit about Biden selling policy favors to 77 
foreign powers, like China, and Ukrainian Oligarchs, and stuff like 78 
the COVID virus was released from a lab in Wuhan, China, or that 79 
the CCP has been paying Biden millions for, well, let's just say, 80 
"services rendered," so, tell me Mr. Lib — how many so called 81 
conspiracy theories concocted by your media darlings have to be 82 

                                     
5 941.35.2-(2) PatriotTakes on Twitter_ _Steve Bannon and Jim Caviezel discussing adrenochrome on his War Room podcast. 
https___t.co_EInkYgxIr5_ _ Twitter.pdf https-//twitter.com/patriottakes/status/1671306495944785925 
6 941.11.2-50 former intelligence officials warn NY Post story sounds like Russian disinformation _ The Hill https-
//thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521823-50-former-intelligence-officials-warn-ny-post-story-sounds-like-russian/ 
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proved to be TRUE CONSPIRACIES before you start WAKING 83 
UP to the fact you are being LIED TO constantly? 84 
You understand what I'm saying? I'm talking about all those 85 
"conspiracy theories," the ones that keep turning out to be TRUE 86 
CONSPIRACIES — well, out there in that netherworld of 87 
conspiracies, there is this story that keeps coming up — it just 88 
keeps bobbing up to the surface, you know, like a bloated body 89 
bobbing up and drifting ashore, like yet another Russian energy 90 
executive who was found washed up to shore—another Putin ally 91 
who mysteriously disappeared7 — it's getting to be almost as 92 
dangerous to be a Putin ally as it is to be a witness in a Clinton 93 
scandal! (Here is a list of 71 of those.8) But that's just another 94 
conspiracy theory! Like my favorite, John F. Kennedy was 95 
assassinated by our own CIA! (DROP BOMB EXPLOSION 96 
EFFECT) That's another one that just would not go away! TRUTH 97 
is stubborn that way. 98 
This adrenochrome thing just wont go away! It just keeps coming 99 
back up, with more and more detail being revealed along the way. 100 
And, so, understand, I'm simply relating the conspiracy to you, 101 
that's all, I'm simply letting you know about what these particular 102 
"conspiracy theorists" are saying—they are telling us that many of 103 
these children being sacrificed in these bizarre satanic rituals and 104 
then drinking their blood is about injecting a chemical called 105 
adrenochrome that is, I think Jim said, 10 times more potent that 106 
heroine, and has a sort of "mystical quality" that makes you look 107 
younger, isn't that how it goes? Yes, yes, that's it! That's the 108 
conspiracy theory! And the torture inflicted increased the 109 
adrenaline that produces a high concentration of this chemical in 110 
the blood — so that's the point of the torture. And the problem is 111 
                                     
7 941.6.1-RUSSIA Russian Executive Falls Off Boat in Latest Mystery Businessman Death https-//www.businessinsider.com/russian-
executive-falls-off-boat-in-latest-mystery-businessman-death-2022-9?op=1 
8 941.31.3-List of 71 Clinton Associates Who Died Mysteriously or Committed Suicide Before Testimony - Humans Be Free https-
//humansbefree.com/2019/08/list-of-71-clinton-associates-who-died-mysteriously-or-committed-suicide-before-testimony.html 
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supply for the demand — you need a constant supply. That's where 112 
the child trafficking part of this conspiracy comes into play. 113 
The trafficked children are used first as sex slaves, and when they 114 
are worn out, and used up, they given over to these Satanists who 115 
terrorize them in order to increase production of adrenaline in 116 
their blood, before they are "sacrificed" ritually, and their blood 117 
taken and injested by these fiends of hell — but of course, then 118 
there are the more enlightened ones who bypass the whole Devil in 119 
a robe with a knife thing and just torture the children, then collect 120 
the by syringe from the base of their limp neck and spinal column, 121 
while dead, of course, I mean, they would not be so cruel as to 122 
extract this while they were alive.9 The elites have a name for this 123 
"cocktail youth elixer" — Ambrosia! 124 
Or they just mass-produce the stuff — you know that a product 125 
that brings such a high profit like this is going to inspire some 126 
industrious entrepreneur to find a way to increase production, 127 
right? So, Jim tells us he spoke to government agents who said a 128 
barrel of body parts of children, which include blood, 129 
Adrenochrome and all the parts that are in the mothers' womb 130 
goes into a plastic barrel that is sold for 77k per barrel and shipped 131 
to Bio labs in Ukraine and elsewhere … It's all right here in this 132 
article accompanied by a video of Jim relating this to Bannon.10 133 
Anyway, Caviezel plays the part of former Homeland Security 134 
agent, Tim Ballard, in this film Sound of Freedom. It tells the story 135 
of Ballard rescuing a trafficked little girl, and it's described by Jim 136 

                                     
9 941.35.3-(2) Truth Justice ™ on Twitter_ _THE ADRENOCHROME EMPIRE_ What is driving the child trafficking demand_ Child 
sex, organ harvesting and Adrenochrome. This is a big deal. Adrenochrome is an Elite drug they have used for many years. 10 times 
more pote.pdf https-//twitter.com/SpartaJustice/status/1677031519745875970 
10 941.35.3-(2) Truth Justice ™ on Twitter_ _THE ADRENOCHROME EMPIRE_ What is driving the child trafficking demand_ Child 
sex, organ harvesting and Adrenochrome. This is a big deal. Adrenochrome is an Elite drug they have used for many years. 10 times 
more pote.pdf https-//twitter.com/SpartaJustice/status/1677031519745875970 
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as like TAKEN, have you seen that one? It appears this movie is 137 
bringing attention to child trafficking in a big way.11 12 13 138 
Its wide reception is shocking the lefties: 10 million dollars in 139 
revenue from presale. Sound of Freedom topped Disney's opening 140 
of their new Indiana Jones at the box office.14 It is stunning the 141 
ragers, the Christ hating band breakers—hitting them like a 50k 142 
volt taser shot to the groin15 16 — here is one guy writing for "We 143 
Got This Covered," name is Wayt, who simply could not get his 144 
head around how a movie like this, using actors like Caviezel, 145 
could compete with Disney using actors like Ford.17 He calls the 146 
studio releasing the film, which is Angel Productions, by the way, a 147 
"faith-friendly" production company. He compares Sound of 148 
Freedom's release to 2600 theaters to Disney's "more widely 149 
marketed Indiana Jones and the Dial of Destiny," and Wayt claims 150 
Sound of Freedom got close to Indiana Jones — but all other 151 
sources say Sound of Freedom not only kept up with the Jones' but 152 
beat Disney! When it comes to cost of production — Wayt does 153 
not bother telling us what Disney spent, but only that Angel 154 
Productions invested 14.5 mill, and said, "they'll have to pay that 155 
back to their investors." As if the money Disney invested in their 156 
film does not have to be recaptured from sales. Oh, it gets even 157 
more obvious. 158 
He admits the film has achieved the coveted A+ CinemaScore, but 159 
adds, dismissively, "although that's pretty common for a faith-160 
                                     
11 941.35.3-(2) Truth Justice ™ on Twitter_ _THE ADRENOCHROME EMPIRE_ What is driving the child trafficking demand_ Child 
sex, organ harvesting and Adrenochrome. This is a big deal. Adrenochrome is an Elite drug they have used for many years. 10 times 
more pote.pdf https-//twitter.com/SpartaJustice/status/1677031519745875970 
12 941.35.2-(2) PatriotTakes �� on Twitter_ _Steve Bannon and Jim Caviezel discussing adrenochrome on his War Room podcast. 
https___t.co_EInkYgxIr5_ _ Twitter.pdf https-//twitter.com/patriottakes/status/1671306495944785925 
13 941.35.1-Adrenochrome - Wikipedia https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrenochrome 
14 941.35.4-'Sound of Freedom' becomes top grossing July 4th movie, beating out Indiana Jones _ Fox News https-
//www.foxnews.com/media/sound-of-freedom-becomes-top-grossing-july-4th-movie-beating-indiana-jones 
15 941.0.3-Where is the best place to use a Stun Gun on an attacker_ https-//www.blingsting.com/pages/where-is-the-best-place-to-
use-a-stun-gun-on-an-attacker 
16 941.0.2-TASER _ Description & Facts _ Britannica https-//www.britannica.com/topic/TASER 
17 941.31.2-What are ‘Sound of Freedom’s box office results and budget_ https-//www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/what-are-sound-
of-freedom-s-box-office-results-and-budget/ar-AA1dtSoC 
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based title."18 Really? Thank you! By the way, this is something 161 
we've known for a long time — the general public LIKE FAITH 162 
BASED FILMS. 163 
After pointing out scandals he warns [hopes] will hurt the movie in 164 
the long run, Wayt gets to the problems with using an actor like 165 
Caviezel, saying: "There's also Caviezel himself to worry about. The 166 
actor has been pushing unsubstantiated conspiracy theories while 167 
doing press for the film, including that liberals are trafficking kids 168 
to obtain the chemical compound adrenochrome."19 Well, Caviezel 169 
never said liberals are the ones doing this stuff, Wayt, so, what do 170 
you know that we don't? Why would you assume only liberals do 171 
this? Or assume we think only liberals would do this sort of thing? 172 
Of course, when you consider what liberal ideology looks like 173 
today, I guess it makes sense a liberal would make that assumption. 174 
Hmmm?  175 
Well, Wayt says, "Our take is that none of this will harm the 176 
movie's performance, because the people who want to see a film 177 
produced under a faith-based banner are going to see it regardless 178 
of what the media says."20 Isn't this interesting? And it's also typical. 179 
Here is another liberal who simply cannot hear what he is saying. 180 
True! The Faith-based population has pretty much tuned out of so-181 
called mainstream media. So, Wayt has some advice for faith-based 182 
studios — "If faith-based studios are interested in having longer 183 
holds at the box office, they might consider refusing to back 184 
projects that star actors who think Pizzagate was real."21 Oh, I 185 
forgot that one. Another "conspiracy theory" that just wont go 186 
away! Like that thing about our own CIA being directly involved in 187 
the assassination of an American President — John F. Kennedy, 188 

                                     
18 https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/what-are-sound-of-freedom-s-box-office-results-and-budget/ar-AA1dtSoC 
19 https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/what-are-sound-of-freedom-s-box-office-results-and-budget/ar-AA1dtSoC 
20 https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/what-are-sound-of-freedom-s-box-office-results-and-budget/ar-AA1dtSoC 
21 https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/what-are-sound-of-freedom-s-box-office-results-and-budget/ar-AA1dtSoC 
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and participating in a coup attempt of a recent sitting president, 189 
and a stolen election from Donald J. Trump. 190 
Hold on folks. I'll be right back! 191 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 192 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 193 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 194 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 195 
liberty. 196 
The LIGHTS ON BANQUET is scheduled for April 19, 2024 —197 
REGISTRTION WILL OPEN IN MARCH. Every ticket 198 
purchased will have an entry into the God and GUN CLINGER 199 
HOME DEFENSE KIT — sponsored by Pat Nicole 200 
owner/operator of Pat's Automotive in Santa Maria, with a gun 201 
secured from Range Master in SLO, a genuine leather bound Bible, 202 
and at least one of my books, probably the newest released by that 203 
time. You'll enjoy Lou's Santa Maria style Tri-tip Dinner — 204 
prepared by Lou Silva owner/operator of HAVE IT WIRED, and 205 
Sarah Green owner/and physician of Central Coast Alternative 206 
Therapeutics and Rejuvenation in Nipomo — You'll enjoy a 207 
marvelous dessert prepared by our own Emily with a bonus. This 208 
year we'll have a special dessert treat from Bree Soto of 209 
805_cookhouse. Our special guest will be announced soon, and of 210 
course, the MAIN EVENT: the Brain Masseur will present a LIVE 211 
PERFORMANCE of THE BRAIN MASSAGE®. April 19, 2024 212 
— LIGHTS ON BANQUET. 213 
You know, before 1979, Iran was known in the Middle East as 214 
little-America. The people enjoyed American liberties with a 215 
Constitution that was practically a copy of ours with one difference 216 
— no second amendment. Let me tell you about an American 217 
named Anni Cyrus who grew up in the Islamic Republic of Iran. 218 
Anni was born in 1983. She was born into an Islamic country 219 
where it was legal for a man to marry a girl child at ANY AGE, and 220 
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consummate the marriage at 9 years old or older. Of course, that 221 
bit about Muhammed's 9-year-old wife is just anti-Islamic 222 
propaganda. I know! But, that's the law in Iran, so. Anni's father 223 
was a Sheik, a cleric on level above an Imam. A Sheik actually made 224 
law; the Imam only enforces and teaches it. Her mother was a very 225 
active Muslim woman that taught the other Islamic women how to 226 
live under obedience to the laws of their religion. Anni had a very 227 
strong will. When she turned 13, she was partying with friends, 228 
singing loud in public, wearing nail polish — all crimes punishable 229 
under Sharia law. This was a constant embarrassment to her family 230 
— so daddy sold her to some man for $50 dollars and a month's 231 
supply of Opium. The family was not poor; daddy did not do this 232 
for the money. He did it to get rid of the shame his daughter 233 
brought to the family.  234 
I worked among the gypsies for about four years in South Gate. 235 
How that came to be is a great story I'll relate another time. Before 236 
I understood Gypsy culture, I attended a meal with one of our 237 
members, Steve Thomas. When the meal ended, the floor was 238 
cleared and the young girls, children, were brought out to dance 239 
for our entertainment. The dances were folk type dances, 240 
traditional Gypsy dances for children and I noted nothing 241 
untoward at all, it was actually very charming. I was enjoying the 242 
whole thing when suddenly, what turned out to be the father of one 243 
of the children, jumped in front of me, excited, pointing at me and 244 
shouting, 5250 — 5250! I was totally confused, and my host, Steve, 245 
groaned and shook his head, and kept saying, Oh pastor! I asked 246 
him what was this guy talking about? He told me he was offering to 247 
sell his daughter to me for 5250. Of course, I was shocked; but, 248 
5250 — I said, he wants to sell his daughter for $52.50. Steve 249 
laughed, the daddy was not laughing, Steve said, no, $5,250. I told 250 
Steve you know I'm not going to buy any child at any price — 251 
getting pretty alarmed. So it took Steve at least 20 minutes to 252 
explain to this — I won't call him a father — to explain that I was a 253 
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guest in his home and a Gaizho — which to the Gypsies meant I 254 
was a stupid Gentile, and he did not want to sell his daughter to a 255 
lowly Gaizho! It all got sorted out! Thank God. That child was not 256 
more than 9 years old, probably younger. 257 
Anni was sold to this Islamic man and suffered what amounts to 258 
sexual molestation for two years. When she was fifteen, her 259 
grandmother took pity on her because it was clear either her father 260 
or her husband was going to kill her. She arranged to have Anni 261 
Cyrus — interesting namesake—Cyrus was the first king of the 262 
Persian Empire — but, anyway, she arranged for Anni to be 263 
smuggled out of the country. She remembers asking if her 264 
grandmother knew these men, grandma said no! She asked if she 265 
would be safe, grandmother said maybe! Grandmother said you 266 
will 100% be killed by your father or your husband, at least with 267 
these guys, you have a 50/50 chance to survive.  268 
And the moral of the story is that culture reflects our faith. And a 269 
corrupt faith creates a corrupt culture and every corrupt culture 270 
feeds itself on the weakest among us, and especially on the 271 
children. Children are not safe in a corrupt culture; and the reason 272 
children are the target of all this evil is that we as a nation have 273 
turned out back on our biblically based Christian culture. The 274 
ONLY religion, the ONLY FAITH, that protects the weak, and that 275 
values the women and the children and sacrifices to protect them. 276 
It begins with the cultural attitudes toward conception and human 277 
life.  278 
The other lesson is that freedom is only one generation from being 279 
lost, and that one of the most important bulwarks against tyranny 280 
is an armed Republic. Iran, at that time, had a Constitution nearly 281 
identical to ours with ONE EXCEPTION — no second 282 
amendment. WE MUST NEVER SURRENDER OUR 283 
INALEINABLE DIVINELY GIVEN RIGHT TO KEEP AND 284 
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BEAR ARMS. Turn this around now and retake every inch we have 285 
already given away to these liberty thieves. 286 
Okay, time to move toward a close for today. Be in church 287 
tomorrow for messages that will blow your mind as 288 
LIGHTHOUSE continues to assault Satanic strongholds from 289 
which Satan continues to attack our liberties. 290 
The "Tower builders" are getting panicked because we are starting 291 
to push back. This time they might just go full berserker! The one-292 
worlders are marching forward with their agenda — constructing 293 
the Beast's infrastructure for his rise to power. If you are familiar 294 
with Bible prophecy concerning the end of this world, you know 295 
that a one-world leader will arise the Bible calls the BEAST, the 296 
ANTICHRIST, and the man of sin. He will demand all mankind 297 
conform to his image—worship and bow down to it. He will take 298 
total control over your power to buy and sell, making you wear the 299 
"mark of the beast," and his policies will include forbidding to 300 
marry and commanding to abstain from eating meat. You know he 301 
will compel mankind to worship the environment, to bow down to 302 
worship nature on one hand — but defy nature on the other. You 303 
will be compelled to worship nature in the environment, but you 304 
will be forced to deny your own nature. And you will be compelled 305 
to sacrifice your children, your entire family, to the BEAST. 306 
Nimrod began this work — the work to create a culture that is 307 
antichrist, anti GOD, that would defy GOD and worship a human 308 
leader instead, and follow that human leader in a war against GOD. 309 
Read about it in Genesis 10-11. 310 
Okay, get a load of what's coming down with today's TOWER 311 
BUILDERS, the men today who are continuing the work of 312 
Nimrod, trying to created the TOWER of REBELLION against 313 
GOD, who are leading the people in the mantra: "let us break their 314 
bands asunder and cast away their cords from us" (Psalm 2). 315 
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The World Economic Forum is the leader of the modern tower 316 
builders. Schwab is the founder and leader of that forum. It is 317 
dedicated to bringing the nations and large corporate leaders 318 
together to help build a one world government that is controlled by 319 
them. Schwab recently explained that "Fashion will be abolished by 320 
2030."22 He said every human being will be in a uniform — the 321 
uniform will be gender-neutral, and everyone will look the same. 322 
Individuality will be destroyed! It's the same thing Mao did in 323 
China — he forced the women to shave their heads and forced 324 
everyone to dress in a manner the accentuated their community 325 
identity and deemphasized their individual identity. This is what 326 
communism does — it destroys individuality and forces everyone 327 
into identifying only with the HUMAN LEADER. 328 
Charles Schwab has been talking about a cashless society.23 The 329 
Beast will take over control of all buying and selling — a digital 330 
currency allows the government to control what you buy. I've 331 
linked a video of a representative of the WEF explaining what 332 
benefits come from a digital currency, and among those benefits, 333 
the government can more easily block things it deems less desirable 334 
like, say, ammunition."24 335 
Gates is a WEF man, and he wants us all to quit eating meat. He 336 
wants to promote the idea that eating meat is cruel and bad for the 337 
environment.25 Recently, the FDA approved the sale of LAB 338 
GROWN MEAT, bio-engineered meat products — can now be 339 
sold in restaurants and market shelves, and I understand from 340 
what I'm reading here that they have removed the requirement that 341 

                                     
22 941.30.1-Global Warming_ WEF Says Fashion Will Be Abolished by 2030_ “Humans Will All Wear a Uniform” (Tomorrow Belongs 
To _) – Confounded Interest – Anthony B. Sanders.pdf https-//confoundedinterest.net/2023/07/05/global-warming-wef-says-fashion-
will-be-abolished-by-2030-humans-will-all-wear-a-uniform-tomorrow-belongs-to/ 
23 https://twitter.com/RealJamesWoods/status/1677000381338120193?s=20 
24 IBID. 
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the public be informed when they are buying bio-engineered meat. 342 
They don't have to put this on their labels. 343 
We were in a store this past week, I picked up a candy bar to 344 
examine whether it was 85% cocoa, that's what Becky likes, so I was 345 
checking it and noticed it said made from bio-engineered material. 346 
I read that label outloud and tossed it back onto the shelf and said 347 
no way am I going to eat any bio-engineered candy or food. 348 
That's why they don't want to put it on the labels folks. YOU 349 
DON'T GET TO HAVE A VOICE IN ANY OF THIS! 350 
They are pitching this to our kids as stopping cruelty to animals — 351 
soon Congress will introduce a Bill, it'll be called the BAMBI 352 
PROTECTION ACT — just kidding. 353 
They are building the TOWER, but come Sunday to learn how we 354 
have the power to bring down their tower. GOD does not need to 355 
come do it — in fact, He arranged for US TO DO IT and we had 356 
better get on the job! 357 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 358 
know if you see them.  359 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 360 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 361 
email. 362 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 363 
805.314.2114. 364 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 365 


